
MAY Blog & Social Media Posts for Launch 

Please share on the day of…. 

 

SUN AWARENESS DAY, MAY 8 

 

Basking in the Glory of the Sun 

Nothing is more beautiful and serene than witnessing a new dawn breaking or a good day 
ending, as the brilliant SUN ascends and descends every day.  

Today we celebrate Sun Awareness Day, and what a joy it is to feel the warmth and power of the 
sun when we stand in its presence. 

[INSERT SUN ORACLE CARD IMAGE] 

The sun symbolizes the OUTER WORLD and gives light and illumination so that we can see 
what’s before us. The sun reminds us of our IDENTITY and how we show up in the world. Then 
of course there is the LIGHT that always emanates from her and symbolizes that light that is 
always present within us. Finally, the sun reminds us of our STRENGTH and that every day we 
rise again in our own power. 

I’m so excited to present the Multi-Dimensional Oracle Card Deck to you! 

Tuning into Sun energy expands our light within so that we can shine even brighter on the 
outside and become a beacon of light and hope for others.  

Let’s call upon the Sun as we navigate this Multi-Dimensional Journey together! 

Your Multi-Dimensional [SISTER or BROTHER], 

[INSERT YOUR SIGNATURE HERE] 

PS: The Multi-Dimensional Oracle Card Deck will be ready mid-June! You can pre-order your 
deck here: https://multidimensionaloracle.cards/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ASCENSION DAY, MAY 13 

 

Time to Rise Above 

Today as we celebrate Ascension Day and the miraculous story of the resurrection and ascension 
of Jesus, we remind ourselves of our own powers of strength and redemption. 

[INSERT JESUS ORACLE CARD IMAGE] 

One of the greatest Master Teachers of all time, Jesus shared so much wisdom and love with us.  

He demonstrated CHRIST-CONSCIOUSNESS, in such a way that we could see that possibility 
existed for us too. As we tune into his energy, he shares with us the value of FAITH and 
surrendering to our Greater Mind. And he shows us the concept of being ETERNAL, knowing 
that our bodies are simply a revered temple that house our soul, which just like energy, is never 
lost, only recreated anew. 

Let’s put our faith in ourselves and our power to transform! Let’s ascend above our struggles and 
challenges, to be reminded of the vast potentials awaiting us!  

I’m so excited to present the Multi-Dimensional Oracle Card Deck to you! 

Your Multi-Dimensional [SISTER or BROTHER], 

[INSERT YOUR SIGNATURE HERE] 

PS: There are many new friends waiting for you in my Multi-Dimensional Oracle Card Deck! It 
will be ready mid-June! You can pre-order your deck here: https://multidimensionaloracle.cards/ 

 

 

WEAR PURPLE FOR PEACE DAY, MAY 16 

 

Give Purple Peace a Chance! 

When we think of the symbol of PEACE, many of us are transported back to the 60-70’s, the era 
of hippies, flower power, and free love. We feel a sense of freedom, fun, and unlimited 
possibilities. 

[INSERT PEACE ORACLE CARD IMAGE] 

Peace is a gentle reminder of the TRANQUILITY that we can slip into any time we need to 
refresh and renew. It reminds us of the importance of SILENCE and going within to connect 
with our higher self. It reminds us that TRUCE is always possible when we see experiences from 



all perspectives. By tuning into peace daily, we discover that GOODWILL is always an option to 
share at any time, in any experience. 

So, get your bell-bottoms on, adorn your hair in flowers, listen to John Lennon, and let’s “Give 
Peace a Chance!” 

Check out The Multi-Dimensional Oracle Card Deck too! 

Your Multi-Dimensional [SISTER or BROTHER], 

[INSERT YOUR SIGNATURE HERE] 

PS: The Multi-Dimensional Oracle Card Deck flows freely from my heart to yours! It will be 
ready mid-June! You can pre-order your deck here: https://multidimensionaloracle.cards/ 

 
 

WORLD BEE DAY, MAY 20 

 

BEE Yourself! 

Remember in the movie Aladdin when Genie told him to “Bee Yourself”? Genie was really the 
Universe telling him to show up in his own truth! 

[INSERT BEE ORACLE CARD IMAGE] 

BEE is a joyful reminder of the SWEETNESS of life. That no matter what happens, there is 
always something to delight in. The bee is also INDUSTRIOUS, a hard worker whose efforts 
pay off in the beauty of flowers blooming and the deliciousness of honey. She reminds us that we 
too can create beautiful flowers in our own gardens by being present in our daily lives and giving 
back to the world in a way that supports the highest good of all. A sense of BELONGING is also 
offered as a reminder of being a productive and dedicated member of our own hives, our 
communities that we live and work in. 

Witness the power of the tiny bee, small yet mighty and important, and emulate that power in 
your own life! 

Grab you Multi-Dimensional Oracle Card Deck today! 

Your Multi-Dimensional [SISTER or BROTHER], 

[INSERT YOUR SIGNATURE HERE] 

PS: The Multi-Dimensional Oracle Card Deck is here to support you! It will be ready mid-June! 
You can pre-order your deck here: https://multidimensionaloracle.cards/ 



 
 
 
 
MEMORIAL DAY, MAY 31 

 

Remembering Our Brothers & Sisters in Spirit 

Whether we know it or not, we all have a Master Spirit Guide who supports us throughout our 
lives. You may or may not have met yours. Maybe you just sense a feeling of support and love 
helping to direct your life.  

[INSERT MASTER SPIRIT GUIDE ORACLE CARD IMAGE] 

These loving guides endeavor to remind us of our LIFE PURPOSE, so that we stay on the path 
that we came here to experience. They provide clues and cues that support us to follow the 
DIRECTION in our hearts and souls. In their love and energy, we find the DEDICATION to 
keep moving forward, to keep evolving into our best selves, to stand in our truth, and serve the 
purpose that we have chosen. 

Tune into your Guides and Angels daily. Ask them for guidance and love and to show you signs 
that they are with you. They are always at the ready to serve you! And do you know why? 
Because they love you beyond measure AND you deserve it! 

The Multi-Dimensional Oracle Card Decks are almost ready to ship to you! 

Your Multi-Dimensional [SISTER or BROTHER], 

[INSERT YOUR SIGNATURE HERE] 

PS: I t is my honor to bring The Multi-Dimensional Oracle Card Deck to you! It will be ready 
soon! You can pre-order your deck here: https://multidimensionaloracle.cards/ 

 


